Over two million Australians live with depression, anxiety and associated drug and alcohol problems. Drinking and taking drugs may numb these feelings at first, but in the long run they just make things worse. The sooner you get help, the sooner you can get back on track.

Find out more:

If you feel that depression and alcohol or drugs are derailing you, find out how to get 'back on track'.

Helping someone through depression and anxiety isn’t beyond you.

beyondblue Depression Initiative
Targeting miners and young people

SMS 'back on track' to 0458 beyond
or 0458 239663
www.beyondblue.org.au
1300 22 4636
beyondblue information & referral

SMS ‘tuesday’ to 0458 beyond
or 0458 239663
www.beyondblue.org.au
1300 22 4636
beyondblue information & referral
**Don’t Take a Walk On the Wild Side!**

Victorian roads can be pretty wild at times, especially for pedestrians.

Follow these common-sense rules and you’re sure to arrive safely:

- use pedestrian crossings where possible
- plan your safest route beforehand
- make eye contact with drivers so you can be sure they have seen you
- do not cross between parked vehicles and
- cross where you can be seen clearly.

**Walk with care.**

TAC Older Road Safety Campaign
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The changing face of small business in the UK

In the face of challenges in the British economy, small businesses are adapting their ways from wealth creation to a more sustainable approach. The evolving landscape of entrepreneurship is a direct response to the changing economic climate. Whether it’s a traditional brick-and-mortar shop or a digital venture, small businesses are demonstrating resilience and innovation. From the rise in online sales to new forms of sustainability, these enterprises are paving the way for a future that values both profit and purpose.

National Federation of Enterprise Agencies
Periodical publication
(United Kingdom)
Monthly publication
Corporate Identity
Various clients (Worldwide)
Utility Creative Magazine
Illustration for cover design

Adobe Photoshop
My Malaria Mission

Welcome to My Malaria Mission. I dedicate this site to all the children of the world who are suffering in different ways - those being poverty, hunger and easily preventable diseases and illnesses. I reach out to each and every child.

As a mother, I am all too aware of the challenges of raising healthy children. In third world countries where the hospitals and governments lack, we have discovered families with sick children seek individual outside help. If each one of us, living in a country of abundance play our part in giving just a little bit of help towards one child, we have made a huge difference to the world.

We all have different causes that are important to us, but if you make the choice to buy one African infusion product, you have helped one child in Tanzania and made a difference to one household. You have helped in saving a child from being bitten by a malaria-carrying mosquito, and helped save a life.

With other charities, some of the money must sometimes be used for administration costs to allow the charity to continue its mission. However, with this product, none of your contribution goes towards anything other than the purchase of mosquito nets.

100% of the profits from your contribution will go towards helping to prevent malaria.

Visit our Products page to learn more.

PURCHASE OF AFRICA FUSION PRODUCTS = PROVIDES MOSQUITO NETS = HELPS SAVE LIVES

Thank you.

www.mymalariamission.com.au
Product design and development firm dedicated to maximising client profit – from a raw idea to manufacturing line, APS Innovations guides clients through every step of the process. A multi award winning company servicing the local and international manufacturing community since 1986.

Celebrating 25ys in 2011, APS Innovations Pty Ltd was originally formed by John Peacock in 1986 under the name APS Plastics Pty Ltd. Beginning as a specialist services company to the plastics industry with a strong focus on maximising client ROI, APS has been at the forefront of simulation analysis for over two decades.

From humble origins, APS Innovations Pty Ltd has grown to be a product development organisation capable of developing products from a simple, single component right the way through to complex electro-mechanical devices.

Combining a team of professionals including Industrial Designers, Project Managers, Mechanical, Manufacturing and Polymer Engineers with a strong network of technology partners enables APS to succeed in a broad range of industries, disciplines and products. This is reflected in the awards won over the years as a company, by directors personally, and for the product designs developed in conjunction with our many client.
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www.apsinnovations.com.au (under construction - staging site available on request)
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Ford Foods
Design and build. Content managed site
www.fordfoods.com.au (under construction - staging site available on request)